BUILDING A TRULY
HELPFUL HELP DESK
SIMPLE STEPS WITH HUGE IMPACT

Technology is the engine that powers the modern organization - and it's
up to the Help Desk to keep it running. Help Desk interactions that don't
generate resolutions or that are regularly frustrating can leave an
organization sputtering.
Here are the areas Arraya has focused on to create a Help Desk that is
more responsive, more nimble and, ultimately, more helpful:

PARTNERSHIP
During onboarding, Arraya pairs new hires with multiple
veteran resources from across our Help Desk. This gives
them a chance to learn from those already doing the work
and helps them start forming connections that will hopefully
keep them learning and growing as part of our team for
years to come.

KNOWLEDGE
New hires usually spend their first few days at any job attempting to
drink from a firehose of information, processes and procedures. This
goes double for those joining a Help Desk. Arraya recognizes the
importance of helping that information stick and uses a variety of
means to do so, including quizzes, ensuring new hires can hit the
ground running.

CULTURE
At Arraya, we take pride in bringing a superhero level of
service to every engagement we undertake - and those who
staff our Help Desk are no exception. To that end, new hires
are given the opportunity to listen in on actual Help Desk
calls so they understand not just the issues they might soon
face, but the way in which they will be expected to deliver
solutions.

EXPERIENCE
No two technology environments are the same. Every day, Help Desk
staffers encounter an array of different technologies and
configurations. Our training program preps them for this by
exposing them early on to multiple accounts and unique tools,
experience that will prepare them for the varied challenges they will
soon face.

CERTIFICATIONS
The IT landscape is always changing and Arraya recognizes
the skill sets of those on our Help Desk must evolve
alongside it. To make sure our team members remain on the
cutting edge, Arraya encourages them to devote up to two
weeks every year to the pursuit of the latest technical
training and certifications.

OPTIMIZE YOUR HELP DESK WITH A
MODERNIZATION WORKSHOP
During this engagement, Arraya's experts will work with you to evaluate
your existing environment — defining its current state and developing a
roadmap to mature and optimize your Help Desk capabilities.
Organizations can expect to obtain a better understanding of where their
Help Desk is today, where it could be, and what it will take to get there.
Let's get started!
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